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Angles and Arcs 

The fixed ray, along the x-axis Is called the 
Initial side otan angle. . 

he 'ilk atitifilch the rotialkin-ends Is 
Iled the terminal side of an angle. 

0 

Alfri§le-WIthitfillitteratilid -oflptirand 

standard position. 
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Nov 23-10:36 AM 

	AIMIIIMENINIMIMPr.n, 	 41. 	 "1•11M., 

Nov 24-10:08 AM 

Iv 

Angles In standard position are classIfled according to the 
quadrant in which the.termlnal eldalles. 

0 < < 90° 	90°  < x < 180° 	180°  < x < 270°  270°  < < 380 °  

Nov 24-10:46 AM 

Day ..1 . 

In right triangle PQR,LR is a right angle. PQ = 25, QR = 24. and PR = 7. Find 
the exact mine of each trigonometric ratio. 

x. Nill P 	h. cos P 	c. tan P 	tl. in Q 	c. cos Q 	1'. Inn Q 

P 
25 

7 

R 	24 



j .:280 ° 	_ 8):15_0°' 

Name the. quadrant In which the angle Het_ 

) 25° - 	2) 200 ° 	 3) 45° 

-.81450°  

Nov 24- 10:46 AM 

there another angle that shares the same terminal side? 

Nov 29-10:13 AM 

Which two are coterminal angles: 

a) 140 and -140 

b) 30 and -330 

40 and 320 

Nov 29-10:13 AM 

0 , iDDC =3150-6  
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Name: 
Day 1 Classworld Homework 

	

1) 	Which of the following angles is coterminal with 
825° ? 

A) 75° 	 C) 625° 

B) 105° 	 D) 365° 

	

2) 	Sketch 135 ° in standard position. 

	

3) 	Sketch 210° in standard position. 

	

4) 	In which quadrant does the angle 125 ° lie? 

	

5) 	In which quadrant does the angle 79° lie? 

	

6) 	In which quadrant does the angle 112° lie? 

	

7) 	In which quadrant does the angle 274 °  lie? 

	

8) 	In which quadrant does the angle 400° lie? 

9) In which quadrant does the angle -260° lie? 

10) In which quadrant does the angle -165° lie? 

11) Are 120° and -240° coterminal? 

12) Are 180° and -540 °  coterminal? 

13) Are 60° and -330° coterminal? 
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14) As shown in the accompanying diagram, a wire 
65 feet long extends from the top of a vertical pole 
to level ground and makes an angle of 70 ° with the 
ground. Find, to the nearest foot, the height of the 
pole. 

15) As shown in the accompanying diagram, a ship at sea is sighted from the top of a 60-foot lighthouse. If the angle 
of depression of the ship from the top of the lighthouse measures 15°, find, to the nearest foot, how far the ship 
is from the base of the lighthouse. 

16) Find to the nearest foot the height of a building that 
casts a shadow of 80 feet when the angle of 
elevation of the sun is 42° . 



Warm Up continued... 

A 20.foot ladder leaning against a vertical wall reaches to a height of 11, feet. Find the sine, 
cosine, and tangent values of the angle that the ladder makes with the ground. 

From a point on the ground that is 100 feel front the base of a building, the tangent of 

the angle of elevation of the top of the building is i.'co the nearest fool. how tall is the 

building? 

Pay 2 

Fill in the blanks with the word positive or negative: 

1. In quadrant I x is 	and y is 	  

2.
 

In quadrant II x is 	and y is 	 

3. In quadrant III x is 	and y is 	  

4. In, quadrant IV x is 	and y is 	  

Nov 30-9:42 AM 

Nov 30-9:21 PM 

A circle with 
center at the 
origin and 
radius 1 Is 
called the 
unittlfcle. 
Let 0 be the 
measure of 
the central 
angle In 
standard 
position. 

Therefore, the coordinates of P are (cose, sine) 
g • f• -• • -• 

HOMPOW141.1.11411/ 

Nov 30-10:15 AM 



Nov 30-9:08 PM 

cosO°  • 
—sInOLfa-- 

cos90° • 

cos180°  ■ 

—sin180°-  

cos270°  = 

Nov 30-10:27 AM 

OttalrantaLAngleB 

. • • -• .• .1- -v.-. 

Nov 30 - 1:55 PM 

The Tangent Function 
tane 	sine' = sine 

--tote 	cosy-is (>  
so, tang is 	so, tan8 Is 

sine Is (-) 	sins Is (-) 

so, tan() Is 	so, tan() Is 



In 3-10, the lenhInnl side of ,CROP 'tendert! position Welled% the unit circle n1 P. If nt4 RO 
Is 8 find: at. sln fi h, coo l) c. the 	of L ROP 

i n 11-14, for such of the following function values, find 8 if 0° 	< 360". 

14. sin 6 = 0, 
cos = —1 

In 3.I-2n. If 0 lo the weinove ol ZA0B. an Jingle In Mambo(' position, mime the 	In which j 
the Woolard tide of LA01111es, 

1 21. sin 	(), cos :> 0 

Nov 30-8:57 PM 
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Name: 
Day 2 Classwork/ Homework 

	

1) 	If tan A < 0 and cos A > 0, in which quadrant does 
LA terminate? 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V 

	

2) 	If sin A < 0 and cos A < 0, in which quadrant does 
LA terminate? 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V 

	

3) 	If cos x = - 
ij 

, in which quadrants could Lx 

terminate? 

A) H and III, only 
B) / and ///, only 
C) //and /Y, , only 
D) / and /V, only 

4 

	

4) 	If sin 0 < 0 and tan 0 = -3, n which quadrant does 

0 terminate? 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) II 	 D) IV 

,i 

	

5) 	If cos x = - —2 which quadrants could Lx terminate? 

A) //and /V 	 C) / and /V 
B) II and III 	 D) I and III  

	

6) 	If tan x = -Z, in which quadrants could angle x 
terminate? 

A) /// and /TI 	C) // and /Y 
B) II and III 	 D) I and III 

4 

	

7) 	If cos A = - 3  and tan A is negative, in which 

quadrant does angle A terminate? 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V 

	

8) 	If sin A > 0 and cos A < 0, in which quadrant does 
angle A terminate? 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V 

	

9) 	If sin x = cos x, in which quadrant(s) may angle x 
lie? 

A) II or IV 	 C) //, only 
B) / or /// 	 D) /, only 

10) If tan A > 0 and cos A < 0, in which quadrant does 
LA terminate? 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V 

1 1 - 9 
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16) Name the quadrants in which an angle may lie Wits 
sine is positive. 

11) If sin A < 0 and tan A > 0, in which quadrant does 
angle A terminate? 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) 11 	 D) IV 

3 
12) If tan x = - -2 and cos x > 0, then angle x terminates 

in Quadrant 

A) I 	 C) /// 

B) // 	 D) /V 

13) If sin 0 = -; and cos 0 < 0, then 0 terminates in 

Quadrant 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V  

17) Name the quadrants in which an angle may lie Wits 
cosine is negative. 

18) Name the quadrants in which an angle may lie Wits 
tangent is positive. 

19) Name the quadrant in which angle 0 may lie if 
sin 0 > 0 and tan 0 <0. 

2 
14) If sin = - j and tan 0 < 0, in which quadrant does 

LO terminate? 

20) Name the quadrant in which angle 0 may lie if 
cos 0 > 0 and sin 0 < 0. 

15) In which quadrant are both tangent and cosecant 
negative? 



oints of Special hitr rest ®n the Unit Circle: 



DAY 3 	 0, 

mi20,0 

040 

• ,2,..4,2) 

411044441/4„  

•inlia)  

0/84/3) 

(4/2,112) 

0,0,0 

0114114 

(.4/%00 

N1121-4/0) 

M 

(•,4 # IV 

0,4  

(•1 /0,0/4 0 /204/ a) 

0 	 i 
° 30° 45° 60° 90° 

sin e 0 / I 

cos 0 I  V2  
-r  I 0 

tan 0 0 I VS undefined 

Dec 1-1:53 PM 

Find the exact value of each of the following. 

cos 120° 	 cos 315° 	 sin 300°  

sin 30°  + cos,60° 	4(sIn 30 °)(cos 	sin=300! +..sln.240° 

Dec 2-10:47 AM 

sin 240 °cos 120 ° 	cos.90 °  + 3sin 225. ° 	cos(-13.5°), 3sin .315L. 

sin gidd 	Rig 
	

(sec 45)- (ten 

Dec 2-12:25 PM 



(sin 45°)(cos 45°)(tan 45°) 	 (sin 30°)(sec 80°) 

• ----•-f =7- 1- • 

853.41° 	 in 30°  
csc 30 °  

Dec 2-1:20 PM 
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Name: 
Day 3 Classwork/ Homework 

1) 	The value of (sin 60° )(cos 60° ) is 
3 	 \/j 

A) zi 	 C) 74  

B) -y 	 D) 4 

2) 	Which is equal in value to sin 180° ? 

A) tan 90 ° 	 C) tan 45° 
B) cos 0° 	 D) cos 90° 

3) 	Which expression is not equivalent to sin 150° ? 

A) -sin 210° 	 C) sin 30° 
B) cos 60° 	 D) -cos 60° 

4) 	For which value ofx is the expression 	
1

cos x  

undefined? 

A) 90° 	 C) 180° 
B) 360° 	 D) 270° 

5) 	For which value of 0 is the fraction 
6  

cos 0 undefined? 

A) 0° 	 C) 30° 

B) 90° 	 D) 60° 

6) 	Evaluate: sin 0° + cos 180° 

7) Evaluate: sin 90° - cos 270° 

8) Evaluate: sin 270° + cos 60° 

9) Evaluate: sin 30 ° + cos 60 ° 

10) Evaluate: sin 45 ° - cos 45 ° 

11) Evaluate:cos 30° sin 45° sin 30° 

12) Evaluate:2 cos 60° tan 30° 



Day 4 Reciprocal Trigonometric Functions 

Reciprocal identities 

Cosecant 0 is the reciprocal of sine 

Secant a is the reciprocal of cosine 8 

Cotangent 0 is the reciprocal of tangent 

Day 4 Reciprocal Func.notebook 	 July 07, 2010 

Nov 18-9:23 AM 

Nov 18-9:23 AM 

Quadrant values 

Sin + 
	

All + 
Can + 

Tan + 
	

Cos + 
Cot + 
	

Sec + 

Nov 18-9:23 AM 



ay 4 Reciproc 1 Func.notebook 	 July 07, 2010 

Nov 18-9:23 AM 

What is the exact value of: 

1). csc 150? 	 2). sec 180? 

3). cot 330? 

Nov 18-9:23 AM 

1) If cos 0 =land is in quadrant 1. 

Dec 1-8:18 AM 

Also Important 
sine 
cage/ 

cot 0= coN0 
slut? 

These are known as the 
Quotient Identities. 



Day 4 Reciprocal Func.notebook July 07, 2010 

Dec 1-8:45 AM 

Nov 18-9:23 AM 

3) ir  If sec e = -15 and cot e > 0. 
13 

Find sin e 
cos e 
tan 
csc e 
cot 0 
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Name: 
Day 4 CW/ HW 

	

1) 	If sin 0 is negative and cot 0 is positive, in which 
quadrant does 0 terminate? 

A) I 	 C) /// 
B) // 	 D) /V 

	

2) 	If tan 0 < 0 and csc 0 > 0, in which quadrant does 
0 terminate? 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V 

	

3) 	If cos A > 0 and csc A < 0, in which quadrant does 
the terminal side of LA lie? 

A) I 	 C) /// 
B) // 	 D) /V 

	

4) 	If csc e = -5 and tan 0 > 0, then 0 must lie in 
Quadrant 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V 

	

5) 	If sec x < 0 and tan x < 0, then the terminal side of 
angle x is located in Quadrant 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V  

6) In which quadrant are both tangent and cosecant 
negative? 

7) Name the quadrants in which an angle may lie if its 
secant is positive. 

8) Name the quadrants in which an angle may lie Wits 
cotangent is negative. 

9) Name the quadrant in which angle 0 may lie if 
csc 0 > 0 and cos 0 < 0. 

10) Name the quadrant in which angle 0 may lie if 
sec 0 < 0 and tan 0 > 0. 
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16) If (5,12) is a point on the terminal side of angle 0 in 
standard position, evaluate all six trigonometric 
functions of a in simplest radical form. 

11) Name the quadrant in which angle 0 may lie if 
cot 0 > 0 and sin 6 <0. 

12) Name the quadrant in which angle 6 may lie if 
csc 0 < 0 and sec 6 > 0. 17) If (-6,8) is a point on the terminal side of angle 0 in 

standard position, evaluate all six trigonometric 
functions of 0 in simplest radical form. 

13) Name the quadrant in which angle 0 may lie if 
sec 6 > 0 and cot < 0. 

8 
18) If tan A = B  and A is a positive acute angle, 

evaluate all remaining trigonometric functions of A 
in simplest radical form. 

14) Name the quadrant in which angle 0 may lie if 
csc 0 > 0 and sec 6 < O. 

19) If 6 is an angle in standard position in quadrant III 

and sin 0 = - 
15

, evaluate all remaining 

trigonometric functions of 0 in simplest radical form. 

15) If (3,4) is a point on the terminal side of angle 0 in 
standard position, evaluate all six trigonometric 
functions of 0 in simplest radical form. 

20) If cos 0 = - and 0 is not a third-quadrant angle, 

what is sin 6? 



Find the exact value: 
1. sec 600 	2. sec 1800 

4. sin 00 + cos 00 + tan 00 

3. cot 450 

5. (sin 300)(sec 600) 

7. sin 450 
cos 600 

8. sin 300 
csc 300 

Dec 4-12:34 PM 

Put your calculator In degree mode 
- Hit MODE 
• Arrow down twice and to the right once 

so that DEGREE Is highlighted, hit ENTER 

-Your calculator Is now in DEGREES and will 
remain In DEGREES unless It Is reset 

Using your calculator, find the following to 4 decimal 
places: 
1. sin 700 	2. cos 2150 	3. tan 1380  4. sec 540  

Dec 4-12:41 PM 

use your chart to find: 
sin 450 	cos 300 	sin 300 	sec 600 

use your calculator to find the 
exact value of: 
cos 1350 

sin 3000 

cos 600 

CSC 1500 

Dec 4-12:49 PM 



Typing In an, angle In degrees 
and minutes 
Hit 2ND APPS which has the 
word ANGLE above It 
Find: sin 37° 45' to 4 places 

To put an angle Into DMS` ' 
Hit 2ND APPS 4: DMS 
Find 8 If sine =',2431 

the nearest minute: look at the 
seconds, if it is 30 or higher round 
up 

the nearest ten minutes: look at the 
single minute digit, If It is 5 or 
higher round up 

Dec 4-1:06 PM 

Dec 4-1:27 PM 

Dec 4-1:48 PM 

if sine = .4841 find 8 to the nearest degree. 

To find an angle 
you need to hit 
2ND and then 

Answer: II. the function key 

Find the following values of 8 to the nearest 
degree: 
cos 8 • .7542 

tan 8 . 1.3458 

to find 8: 

hit 2ND SIN .4841 

A degree, like an hour, Is dIvIded'into 60 minutes. 
The measure of an angle written as 37045' is read 
as 37 degrees 45 minutes. 
You can find the symbols on the calculator 



55. sin ll = 11.0534 In 51-.C. !hid the smallest positive value or 0 to the nearest minute. 

Dec 4-2:00 PM 

Dec 7-8:14 AM 

In 3-3N. find each function value I() four decimal places. 20. cos 205' 12' 

In 119-50, find the smallest positive value of 0 to the nearest degree. 	47. sin u = 0.5 ,146 

ti3. 'Me terminal side of in angle in standard itosition Intersects the snit circle al the point 
(11.211, 

a. in whet quadrant does the terminal side of the angle lie? 

h. Find, to the nearest degree. the smallest positive measure of the tingle. 



ti( 	1.1 	10 , 1 io 
s. 

Day 6 
1) Walt 0081. is committal with an Angle of 

125'7 

[A] 42,5' 
	

[B) •25° 

[C] •235° 
	

(D) 235' 

4) If Irma 2.7 and esc e. O. in whieli 

mindinut does B lie? 

(A] II 	(i3) III 	[C] IV 	[D] I 

2) If Et is no angle in standard position and its 
tenninal side passes through the point 

1 
(7,7) on e unit circle, a possible value of 

8 it 

[A) 150' (B) 30° [C] 60' [D] 120' 

3) lithe sine of an angle is and the made is 

natio (Medium I. what is the value of the 
cosine of the Angle? 

5)If sin Os. 0 and see8 4' O. in which qundrant 
does the terminal side of angle 8 lie? 

[A] IV 	(B) I 	(C] III 	(DI 11 

6) Which functions are positive for angles 
tetininating in Quadrant II? 

[A] sin. and tangent 

[8) sine And cosine 	[C] sine end cosecant 

(D) suns and smut 

Dec 7-7:05 AM 

The accompanying diagram shows unit circle 
0, with radius 08 •1 

Which 1111 segment heed length equivalent to 
cos et? 

[A) ,71 tsi V [CI Za [DI r15 

Dec 7-8:50 AM 

Reference Angles  

+120°  

8 Is the reference angle 

8 - 

Dec 7-7:10 AM 



To find a reference angle: 

180 
- angle 

RA 

	

angle 	360 

	

- 10.2 	- angle 

	

RA 	RA 

 

M.■ 

 

  

Find the reference angle for the following: 

a) 225°  

b) 315° 

 Write a rule to find reference angles: 

Dec 7-7:26 AM 

Dec 7-7:28 AM 

Express an angle as a function of a positive acute angle. 

1) cos 260°  

0 00 
„ 	Function 

given too 
• La 

RA 

angle 	300 
Ila . Rao 
RA 	RA 

Dec 7-7:34 AM 



Express an angle as a function of a positive acute angle. 

2) tan 215° 	3) sin 280° 	4) cos 690°  

5) tan 650° 
	

6) sin (-200) ° 
	

7) cos (-250) °  

 

Dec 7-8:32 AM 

 

Dec 7-8:36 AM 
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Name: 
Day 6 CW/HW 

1) 	Which expression is equivalent to sin 150° ? 

A) sin (-30°) 
	

C) sin30° 

B) -sin30 ° 
	

D) cos 30 °  

7) 	Express sin 700° as a sin function of a positive 
acute angle. 

2) 	Sin (190°) is equal to 

A) -cos (10 ° ) 
B) cos (10°)  

C) -sin(10°) 
D) sin(10°) 

8) 	Express cos 253 ° as a cos 'Unction of a positive 
acute angle. 

3) 	Which expression is equivalent to cos 150° ? 

A) cos 30° 
B) -cos 60° 

4) 	Cos 280° is equivalent to 

A) cos 80° 

B) cos 10°  

C) -cos 30° 
D) cos 60° 

C) -sin 80° 

D) -cos 80 °  

9) Express cos 600° as a cos function of a positive 
acute angle. 

10) Express cos 655 ° as a cos function of a positive 
acute angle. 

5) 	Express sin 186 ° as a sin function of a positive 
acute angle. 

11) Express cos (-220°) as a cos function of a positive 
acute angle. 

6) 	Express sin 380° as a sin function of a positive 
acute angle. 

12) Express tan 100° as a tan function of a positive 
acute angle. 
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20) Express csc 264° as a csc function of a positive 
acute angle. 

13) Express tan 322° as a tan function of a positive 
acute angle. 

14) Express tan (-160 °  ) as a tan function of a positive 
acute angle. 

15) Express tan (-262' ) as a tan function of a positive 
acute angle. 

16) Express tan (-350 °  ) as a tan function of a positive 
acute angle. 

17) Express tan (-655° ) as a tan function of a positive 
acute angle. 

18) Express sec 135 ° as a sec function of a positive 
acute angle. 

19) Express sec 342° as a sec function of a positive 
acute angle. 

21) Express cot 200° as a cot function of a positive 
acute angle. 

22) Express sin (183°20 ' ) as a sin function of a 
positive acute angle. 

23) Express sin (372°18 ' ) as a sin function of a 
positive acute angle. 

24) Express sin (-325 0 43 ' ) as a sin function of a 
positive acute angle. 

25) Express cos (170°40 ' ) as a cos function of a 
positive acute angle. 

26) Express cos (214'43 ' ) as a cos function of a 
positive acute angle. 
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Name: 	 Date: 
Day 7 Test Review 

	

1) 	If (4,-3) is a point on the terminal side of an angle 0 
in standard position, evaluate all six trigonometric 
functions of 0 in simplest radical form. 

	

2) 	If tan A < 0 and cos A > 0, in which quadrant does 
LA terminate? 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V 

	

3) 	If sin 0 is negative and cot 0 is positive, in which 
quadrant does 0 terminate? 

A) I 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) /V 

	

4) 	Which of the following angles is coterminal with 
825°? 

A) 625° 	 C) 75 °  

B) 365 ° 	 D) 105 °  

6) Evaluate:2 sec 180° csc 270° 

7) Evaluate: sec 0° + csc 90 °  

8) Evaluate: sin 270° + cos 60 °  

9) Express sin 700 °  as a sin function of a positive 
acute angle. 

10) Are -90° and 450° coterminal? 

11) Express sin 190° as a sin function of a positive 
acute angle. 

5) 	Sketch 450° in standard position 



12) The point (2,2) is on the terminal side of an angle e 

in standard position. If the distance of the point from 
the origin is one unit, find sine and cos O. 

13) If cos x = - 2 which quadrants could Lx terminate? 

A) II and III 	 C) /and /// 
B) /and /V 	 D) //and /V 

14) Which expression is equivalent to sin (-120 ° )? 

A) -sin 60° 	 C) sin 60° 
B) -sin 30° 	 D) cos 30°  

2207 - 1 - Page 2 

17) Which expression is equivalent to cos 150° ? 

A) cos 30° 
	

C) -cos 30° 
B) -cos 60° 
	

D) cos 60° 

18) In the accompanying diagram of a unit circle, the 
ordered pair (x,y) represents the locus of points 
forming the circle. 

15) Cos 280° is equivalent to 

A) -sin 80° 
B) cos 80° 

C) cos 10° 
D) -cos 80° 

Which ordered pair is equivalent to (x,y)? 

A) (tan 0,cot 0) 	C) (cos 0,sin e) 
B) (cot 0,tan 0) 	D) (sin 0,cos 0) 

19) If sin 0 < 0 and tan 0 = - 
4

which quadrant does 

0 terminate? 
A) / 	 C) III 
B) // 	 D) IV 

16) If cos 6 = -; and tan 6 > 0, the value of sin 6 is 

	

5 	 3 
A) —3 	 C) 

B) 3 	 D) 

20) If tan 0 < 0 and csc 8 > 0, in which quadrant does 
6 terminate? 
A) I 	 C) /// 
B) // 	 D) /V 
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